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Abstract
Cybersecurity education is exceptionally challenging as it involves learning the complex attacks; tools
and developing critical problem-solving skills to defend the systems. For a student or novice researcher in
the cybersecurity domain, there is a need to design an adaptive learning strategy that can break complex
tasks and concepts into simple representations. An AI-enabled automated cybersecurity education
system can improve cognitive engagement and active learning. Knowledge graphs (KG) provide a visual
representation in a graph that can reason and interpret from the underlying data, making them suitable
for use in education and interactive learning. However, there are no publicly available datasets for the
cybersecurity education domain to build such systems. The data is present as unstructured educational
course material, Wiki pages, capture the flag (CTF) writeups, etc. Creating knowledge graphs from
unstructured text is challenging without an ontology or annotated dataset. However, data annotation for
cybersecurity needs domain experts. To address these gaps, we made three contributions in this paper.
First, we propose an ontology for the cybersecurity education domain for students and novice learners.
Second, we develop AISecKG, a triple dataset with cybersecurity-related entities and relations as defined
by the ontology. This dataset can be used to construct knowledge graphs to teach cybersecurity and
promote cognitive learning. It can also be used to build downstream applications like recommendation
systems or self-learning question-answering systems for students. The dataset would also help identify
malicious named entities and their probable impact. Third, using this dataset, we show a downstream
application to extract custom-named entities from texts and educational material on cybersecurity.
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1. Introduction

Learning cybersecurity requires mastering the academic content and developing critical thinking
and problem-solving skills based on cyber attacks and defense scenarios. We can achieve this
interactive and active learning by creating an AI-powered education system where students
can control their learning process [1, 2, 3]. Knowledge graphs have been effectively used in
education and improving the learning experience [4].
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A knowledge graph combines two things, a graph with domain-specific data and an explicit
representation of knowledge. The graph can capture the domain-related key concepts and their
interactions with each other. It allows the user to analyze and understand the connections or
relationships between different entities. Using explicit knowledge or metadata provides the
relevant background and important information about the domain. This metadata allows the
system to establish a common vocabulary and use shared references. The knowledge graphs are
thus an integrated tool that can use the underlying data and knowledge for concept visualization
and contextual reasoning [5]. Their ability to translate data into usable knowledge makes them
suitable for education. They can promote cognitive engagement in the problem-based learning
environment.

However, to build such systems, there is a need for annotated datasets. There are no public
datasets in the cybersecurity education domain. The education material includes unstructured
texts in lecture notes, lab manuals, Wiki pages, capture the flag (CTF) writeups, and others.
Scraping unstructured text and creating domain-specific knowledge graphs is challenging,
especially without standard ontology and annotated datasets. The task of annotating data
is expensive and time-consuming as it can be done only by cybersecurity domain experts
accurately. The increase in demand for cybersecurity professionals requires preparing an
effective cybersecurity specialist workforce and equipping them with intelligent learning tools.
A comprehensive dataset with cybersecurity-related named entities is a significant bottleneck
in this area.

In this paper, we address this issue by making three main contributions. First, using domain
knowledge, we propose an ontology for self-paced cybersecurity learning for novice users. Sec-
ond, we create an annotated named entity dataset. Using this dataset, we show one downstream
application to extract named entities from texts and educational material on cybersecurity. Third,
we present a triple dataset AISecKG, for cybersecurity education as defined by our ontology.
Using the triples data, we show one downstream task to construct a concept flow graph for a
cybersecurity tool. It is possible to write graph queries to generate sub-graphs focusing on the
specific learning needs of a user. Also, by combining the AISecKG ontology schema and the
cybersecurity named entities, knowledge graphs can be created from any unstructured texts
on cybersecurity. Our ontology and labeled dataset can also be used to build applications like
question-answering and recommendation systems for students.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss the related work. Section 3
describes the method and ontology. Section 4 presents our work’s results and two applications.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Security plays an integral role in software development and has become more critical with the
Internet of Things (IoT). Various studies to formalize security and develop security ontologies
and knowledge models address different security aspects. Souag et al. [6] gave a security
ontology to elicit security requirements. The Unified Cybersecurity Ontology (UCO) [7] focused
on identifying the vulnerabilities and threat levels to assess the system security. Doynikova [8]
proposed an ontology on security metrics for cybersecurity assessment to determine the attack



goal. An extensive study on formalizing information security focuses on security concepts, and
threat mitigation and control process [9]. A cybersecurity ontology was proposed to build and
monitor the security in the cloud for IoT environment [10]. Iannacone et al. [11] developed an
ontology for managing cybersecurity knowledge database from different data sources to propose
a search mechanism for blacklisted systems. MALOnt [12] gives the ontology and knowledge
graphs for malware threat intelligence. Martins et al. [13] presented a conceptual characterization
of available cybersecurity ontologies based on their application. In this work, we introduce
an ontology AISecKG which covers a broader spectrum of the fundamental concepts, tools,
techniques, and applications used in the cybersecurity ecosystem. Essentially this ontology is
helpful for any first-time user or new learner in the cybersecurity domain.

Many datasets have also been proposed in the cybersecurity domain, but most are based
on network flow data and are used to train machine learning algorithms to build intrusion
detection systems. Alshaibi et al. [14] gave a comparative study of these datasets. Recently
more efforts have been made to create cybersecurity named-entity datasets. A new dataset for
event detection in cybersecurity texts [15] annotated 30 types of critical events in cybersecurity
to train the machine learning models. A named-entity recognition (NER) python library called
CyNer [16] based on MALOnt ontology [12] was developed to extract the malware and threat
indicators. Language models were also built for cybersecurity [17, 18, 19] using the open source
CVE [20], and NVD Mitre [21] datasets on vulnerability and attacks. Dasgupta et al. [22] gave a
comparative study on NER algorithms based on these datasets for cybersecurity. In our current
work, we develop a labeled named-entity dataset for cybersecurity based on AISecKG ontology
which is used to build knowledge graphs from any unstructured text on cybersecurity.

Most of the available cybersecurity ontology and datasets are used to build intrusion detection
systems or perform vulnerability analysis and threat detection. Table 1 compares our ontology
and cybersecurity dataset with existing works. There is limited research to educate novice
learners on cybersecurity concepts, tools, and techniques. Deng et al. [23] proposed using
knowledge graphs as lab project guidance to teach cybersecurity. They focused on finding similar
concepts on the web using similarity measures [24] and word embeddings [25]. In our paper
[26], we proposed a semi-automated approach to build knowledge graphs from the unstructured
cybersecurity course material and conducted a survey and interview with students to assess the
perception of students on using knowledge graphs as a problem-solving education tool aid. The
students found the knowledge graphs very useful, which motivated us to propose AISecKG, a
comprehensive ontology and a labeled dataset that can be used to build AI systems to learn
about cybersecurity. In this work, we give a detailed ontology to understand the cybersecurity
ecosystem from different views and present an annotated named-entity recognition dataset to
extract cybersecurity-related entities.

3. Method for Development of AISecKG

Cybersecurity is the application of state-of-the-art technologies, control processes, policies,
tools, and procedures for protecting or recovering systems and information from malicious
attacks[27]. As a novice learner, one must know the cybersecurity ecosystem comprising
fundamental concepts, tools, and techniques and how to use and deploy them to assess and



Cybersecurity Model Purpose Ontology Dataset

Souag et al. [6] Security Requirement Elicitation ✓ X
UCO [7] Vulnerability Assessment ✓ X
Doynikova et al. [8] Security Metrics ✓ X
Fenz et al. [9] Threat Mitigation and control ✓ X
Mozzaquatro et al. [10] IoT Security Monitoring ✓ X
Iannacone et al. [11] Search cybersecurity knowledge base ✓ X
Alshaibi et al. [14] Intrusion Detection Models X Network Flow datasets
Tikhomirov et al. [18] Vulnerability/Attack detection X Open Source (CVE/NVD)
Ma et al. [19] Vulnerability/Attack detection X Open Source (CVE/NVD)
Gao et al. [17] Vulnerability/Attack detection X Open Source (CVE/NVD)
Trong et al. [15] Event Detection X ✓(Annotated dataset)
MALOnt [12] Malware Threat Intelligence KG ✓ ✓(Annotated dataset)
CyNer [16] Malware Threat Entity Extraction X (using MALOnt) X
AISecKG Cybersecurity education KG ✓ ✓(Annotated Triples KG Dataset)

Table 1
Comparative analysis of existing ontologies and datasets on cybersecurity.

detect vulnerabilities and attacks. This section presents our ontology design and dataset for
cybersecurity education called AISecKG.

We propose a comprehensive view of concepts, applications, and roles involved in the cyber-
security ecosystem. Since the objective is to build a self-paced learning tool for cybersecurity
students and novice learners, we use the graduate-level course material and hands-on lab
instruction manuals to teach graduate students majoring in cybersecurity as the data source.
Our ontology, AISecKG, is built using domain knowledge and motivated by the lab guides. The
dataset is created by annotating the lab documents using AISecKG ontology. We then use this
annotated dataset to develop two applications. The first application is to train a language model
on our dataset to extract named entities related to cybersecurity. The second application is to
create a triple dataset with entity-relation-entity pairs to construct knowledge graphs. Both these
applications are described in the next section.

3.1. Data Source

We collected data from the laboratory instruction manuals. The manuals are for projects of
advanced cybersecurity courses for graduate students. These courses cover topics such as
using tools like NMap and Snort [28] to build intrusion detection systems, employing honeypot
techniques in Metasploit framework to deceive attackers, setting up Kali Linux systems, and
monitoring system activities and attack events using Syslog. The manuals are in standard
English and explain the concepts and instructions for implementing laboratory tasks. Each
manual is 15-20 pages long. For annotation, we used six such lab manuals with a total of 100
pages with approximately 26886 words and 110953 characters.

3.2. Ontology

Ontology is a formal and explicit schematic representation of a system using a well-defined
taxonomy. It allows semantic modeling of the domain knowledge and thus can be used as the
skeleton to build any AI application for that system [29]. Ontology also defines the rules and



constraints of the system and facilitates the validation of semantic relationships and conclusions
or inferences from known facts. For a knowledge-based system, ontology serves as a backbone
of the system and should be meticulously developed.

Some deep learning-based methods rely on automatically building the AI application from the
data without using an ontology, but they fail to capture the comprehensive view of the domain,
and the quality of applications becomes questionable [30]. On the other hand, if a well-defined
structured dataset is unavailable and most of the knowledge is present in unstructured texts, it
is overwhelming for a domain expert to scrape long texts and create a domain-specific ontology.
Also, it is costly to find domain experts in cybersecurity.

The domain experts should have practiced or significantly demonstrated sufficient knowledge
and experience. In this work, the first and second authors are graduate researchers in cyberse-
curity, and the third author is a cybersecurity expert and instructor. He teaches graduate-level
cybersecurity courses at his university.

To develop AISecKG ontology, we used the bottom-up approach given in the paper [26]. We
used the lab documents as a reference and then used domain knowledge to design the ontology.
First, we extracted the generic entities and relations from the lab documents using the parts of
speech tagging and the dependency parsing given by spacy-based named-entity recognition
(NER) [31] natural language processing (NLP) methods. The entities extracted using NER are
the subject-object pairs, and relations are the predicates in the sentences. These entity-relation-
entity triples are not specific to cybersecurity, but they help break down the long texts into
simple graph-like structures and create a preliminary visual representation of information. They
serve as a good reference point for domain experts. This step semi-automated the ontology
construction process and significantly reduced time and effort. It helped in discovering the
schematic and semantic relationships of core entities.

3.2.1. Key Entities

The cybersecurity ecosystem essentially has three foundational pillars, namely, concept, appli-
cation, and role. We can classify concepts into features, functions, data, attacks, vulnerabilities,
and techniques. In addition to defensive and attack methods, the techniques here include
security policies and management processes. The application denotes the tools, systems, and
apps. The user, attacker, and securityTeam are the three roles. Thus in our ontology, we defined
these three categories with 12 types of entities.

Figure 1 depicts the cybersecurity education ecosystem with each category and entity type.
The attributes or metadata considered for the entities are entityID, entityName, entityType, and
entityCategory. The examples from each entity type within the respective category are shown
in Table 3.2.1.

3.2.2. Relations

We used the nine most common and appropriate relations to represent the real-world interactions
between cybersecurity entities. Table 3 shows the relations along with examples from our
dataset as entity-relation-entity triples.



Figure 1: Cybersecurity Education Ecosystem: Concepts, Roles, Applications

Table 2
The table shows the category and types of key entities in the ontology with examples for each.

Category Type Examples of Entity Names

Concept feature session ID, cookies, protocol
function tcpdump, snort rules, hash, XOR
attack smurf attack, sql injection, spyware

vulnerability bad config, weak password
technique honeypot, security policy, risk assessment

data files, logs, message, packet

Application tool burp, wireshark, snort, sniffer
system linux, server, client, host

app browser, webapp, service

Role attacker black hat, attack host
securityTeam security engineer, white hat

user employee, user

3.2.3. Cybersecurity Schema

We now present the schema design for learning cybersecurity. We illustrate the interactions
between different components from the perspective of the roles. Figure 2 shows the user’s
view. It depicts how users use the data, applications, and systems routinely. The system and
apps, in turn, use different tools for their usual operations and defensive techniques to monitor
and analyze the environment. The icons in the diagram represent the respective entities, and
the labeled edges show the relationship between different entities.
Figure 3 gives the attacker view. When the applications expose vulnerabilities and the

attacker can exploit them using various tools and attack techniques, the attacker and attacks
can harm the data and applications.

The third view is the security view. Figure 4 shows how the security team uses tools and



Table 3
The table shows the sample triples from the dataset in entity-relation-entity form as per the schema.

Relation Sample Triples

has_a Nmap has_a network mapper
can_analyze Packet Decoder can_analyze header anomaly
can_expose Intel CPU can_expose CVE-2017-5754
can_exploit Attack host can_exploit TCP syn packet
implements Network administrators implements map

uses Team defense uses firewall
can_harm Attack can_harm target host
can_detect Full scan can_detect Trojan horses
is_part_of Metasploit Framework is_part_of Kali Linux

Figure 2: User View shows the interaction of users with apps, system and data which in turn use
different tools and techniques.

defensive techniques to analyze and detect vulnerabilities and attacks.
The three views shown in Figure 2, 3 and 4 give the landscape of cybersecurity concepts, tools,

techniques, systems, and policies that are required for a novice learner to gain an understanding
of the domain. AISecKG ontology identifies 68 schema edges or interactions among the 12 types
of entities shown in the respective figures.



Figure 3: Attacker View shows the interactions between different entities when a system is exposed to
attacks.

3.3. AISecKG Dataset Annotation

Using the AISecKG Ontology, we identified 964 cybersecurity-related unique entities from the
course materials. There are 12 entity types in three categories in the ontology. We labeled the
attributes, entity Id, entity type, and entity category against each entity and created an entity
info list. To train the model to predict custom cybersecurity-related entities, we created the
annotated dataset using BIO (Beginning-Inside-Outside) sequence tagging scheme [32]. The
entity boundary is defined by tags ’B’ and ’I’ called Beginning and Inside the label. All the
words other than entity are labeled as ’O’. The lab documents were first split into sentences
using a simple python script. There were 593 sentences, and 2354 entities were annotated in
these sentences. The code and commands were discarded from the text. The annotation was
done by the first and second authors and was validated by the third author.

4. Applications of AISecKG

4.1. NLP Language Model to Extract custom Named-Entities

Here we present the first application of AISecKG. Using our AISecKG dataset and its Named
Entity annotations, automated systems can be developed to help identify the named entities



Figure 4: Security View shows the vulnerability and attack analysis by security team using different
tools and techniques.

from public texts related to the education cybersecurity ecosystem.

4.1.1. Dataset Preparation:

We split the AISecKG annotated dataset into train, dev, and test keeping 3, 1, and 2 documents,
respectively. The train, dev, and test splits contain 5772, 3591, and 195 entities in 372, 214, and 13
sentences, respectively. We keep an empty line as a separator for each cybersecurity sentence.
This dataset is provided as input to each model.

4.1.2. Models

We experiment with six variations of two transformer-based language models: BERT [33], and
RoBERTa [34]. For BERT, we use cased and uncased versions of the base (110M parameters) and
large (340M parameters) variations, and for RoBERTa, we use both the base (125M parameters)
and large (355M parameters) models. The BERT-base and RoBERT-base architectures have
12 layers, 12 attention heads, and 768 hidden dimensions, whereas both the BERT-large and
RoBERTa-large have 24 layers, 16 attention heads, and 1024 hidden dimensions.

First, the model tokenizes the input sentence and generates embeddings of the tokens. Then
we consider the sequence labeling approach of the language models, that is, classifying each



Metric BERT-base-uncased BERT-large-uncased BERT-base-cased BERT-large-cased RoBERTa-base RoBERTa-large

Accuracy (%) ↑ 81.91 82.17 81.43 83.30 80.63 82.71
Precision ↑ 45.69 45.49 47.32 48.73 44.20 47.97
Recall ↑ 51.58 53.81 51.70 56.04 48.65 51.23
F1-score ↑ 48.46 49.30 49.41 52.13 46.32 49.55

Table 4
Performance of BERT and RoBERTa on the AISecKG dataset: Bold represents best performance, higher
value is better for each metric

token of a given sentence into any one of the 25 classes (12 entity types with B and I tags along
with O representing other. We aggregate the classified continuous beginning and intermediate
tokens into entities. In this approach, we not only extract the entities but also identify the type
of these entities.

4.1.3. NER Results

We train each model for 30 epochs with a maximum sequence length of 128 per GPU batch size
of 32. Table 4.1.3 shows the performance of our sequence classification on the test set. It can
be seen from the table that case-sensitive BERT performs best in all the metrics. This shows
that case sensitivity positively impacts the cybersecurity NER model. As expected, all smaller
versions of the models perform comparatively poorly compared to their larger counterparts
because of less number of parameters. Our accuracy in predicting the entities is over 80%
across all the models. Our precision, recall, and F1 scores are pretty good, given the fewer
training samples and many diverse class categories. This shows the effectiveness of our model
in identifying entities involved in our ontology from cybersecurity texts.

4.2. Triples for Knowledge Graph

The second application uses the annotated dataset to create triples for the knowledge graphs.
The triples are a way to store the graph data in the form of ’entity-relation-entity,’ where the
entity represents the nodes, and the relation represents the labeled edge. The triples data can
be used to construct knowledge graphs to provide a visual representation. For this work, since
the focus is to provide learning aids to students, we build visual concept graphs from the lab
documents using these triples. The conceptual graphs help break down complex information
and allow the students to visually analyze the underlying concepts and the interconnections
between different concepts.

The constraints and rules of creating edges were defined based on the schema definition of
AISecKG Ontology. There are 68 schema edges between the 12 entity types as per the schema
given in Section 3. We use the annotated sentences from lab documents. The relations between
labeled entities in each sentence were extracted automatically by matching with the tuples in the
ontology. We manually validated the triples and removed the redundant and ambiguous triples.
Around 812 triples were auto-generated, which were reduced to 730 triples after validation in
the final dataset. Table 5 gives a list of sample triples from the dataset for each tuple in our
ontology.



Figure 5 shows one of the sub-graphs generated using the subset of triples. This graph
shows the knowledge graph on NMap tool. The visual graphs related to a specific entity can
be created by writing the graph queries. Any graph database, such as RDF or Neo4j, can be
used, and graph query languages like GraphQL, SPARQL, or CyPher can query and generate
the graphs [35]. We have used the Networkx library in Python to generate the graph. We
store the triple in a csv file to make it publicly available. The triple dataset, annotated data
and implementation code for both applications are available in our github repository1. Thus
the ontology and labeled entities in AISecKG can be used to create knowledge graphs from
any unstructured texts on cybersecurity by extracting the cybersecurity-related named entities
using the model and relations per the ontology.

5. Conclusion and Future Works

In this work, we present a novel ontology on Cybersecurity Education, AISecKG, and show
that this ontology is vital to building self-paced AI-based learning tools for cybersecurity
learners. More research must be done in this direction as these tools can be crucial to prepare
the cybersecurity specialist workforce. Additionally, we introduce a manually annotated named
entity dataset based on ontology. We also show how our AISecKG can be used in downstream
tasks. First, we present how the language models can be trained with our annotated dataset
to extract cybersecurity-related named entities from the cybersecurity documents. There are
minimal works [36] on extracting such information from public forum cybersecurity learning
materials written by professionals for novice vulnerability researchers. We want to extend
this work beyond lab manuals to cybersecurity educational texts in public forums. Secondly,
we show the process of creating triples by automatically extracting the relations based on the
schema definition given by the ontology. We present one application as the construction of
knowledge graphs from triple data for concept visualization. Other downstream applications
like question-answering systems and learning recommendation systems can be built using the
triple dataset.
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Triples (e1, r, e2) Example

User (user uses app) vendors uses application
(user uses system) users uses network
(user uses data) employee uses files
(app uses data) applications uses packets
(system uses data) machine uses network traffic
(system has_a tool) Windows XP has_a Nping
(app has_a tool) Webapp has_a SQLMAP
(tool is_part_of system) Firewall is_part_of network system
(tool is_part_of app) WAF s_part_of webapp
(tool is_part_of tool) Nmap is_part_of Metasploit frameworks
(tool has_a tool) Snort has_a Packet Decoder
(tool has_a function) snort has_a rules
(tool has_a feature) Nmap has_a flag
(tool uses technique) Nmap uses RPC scanning
(technique has_a tool) three-way handshake has_a port scanner
(technique can_analyze system) Scan can_analyze connected devices
(technique can_analyze app) Web Pen testing can_analyze webapp
(technique can_analyze data) ACK scan can_analyze TCP packets
(function has_a feature) Snort rules has_a payload options
(feature is_part_of tool) System configurations is_part_of firewall
(system has_a feature) networks has_a IP
(app has_a feature) RPC services has_a port
(feature uses data) iptables uses logs

attacker (app can_expose vulnerability) services can_expose vulnerabilities
(system can_expose vulnerability) target host can_expose spoofed data
(data can_expose vulnerability) packets can_expose forged
(feature can_expose vulnerability) sessionID can_expose websession vulnerability
(attacker can_exploit vulnerability) attackers can_exploit security holes
(attacker uses feature) attacker uses established connections
(attacker uses function) hacker uses malicious scripts
(attacker uses tool) attackers uses Nmap
(attacker implements attack) cybercriminals implements hack
(attacker uses technique) attacker uses packet filtering
(technique implements attack) sniffing traffic implements man in middle attack
(attacker can_harm app) bad guys can_harm services
(attacker can_harm data) attacker can_harm data packets
(attacker can_harm system) hacker can_harm target
(attack is_part_of attack) DOS is_part_of floods
(attack can_harm system) denial-of-service attacks can_harm target
(attack can_harm app) fuzzing attacks can_harm apps
(attack can_harm data) Forging can_harm RST packets

securityTeam (securityTeam can_analyze app) White hats can_analyze webapps
(securityTeam can_analyze data) ethical hackers can_analyze logs
(securityTeam can_analyze system) pen tester can_analyze client VM
(securityTeam uses tool) network operators uses scanners
(securityTeam implements function) system admins implements programs
(securityTeam can_analyze feature) pen tester can_analyze iptables
(securityTeam uses technique) penetration tester uses brute force
(securityTeam can_detect vulnerability) pen tester can_detect configuration vulnerabilities
(securityTeam can_analyze attack) white hats can_analyze pentesting attacks
(tool can_analyze system) Nmap can_analyze enterprise-scale networks
(tool can_analyze app) Metasploit can_analyze security services
(tool can_analyze data) Snort can_analyze traffic
(tool can_analyze vulnerability) Preprocessor can_analyze HTTP anomalies
(tool can_detect attack) Nmap can_detect malicious attacks
(tool can_analyze feature) Snort can_analyze network behavior
(function can_analyze vulnerability) post scan scripts can_analyze vulnerabilities
(function can_analyze system) remote commands can_analyze machine
(function can_analyze app) Scripts can_analyze 3rd-party services
(function can_analyze data) Snort rules can_analyze system variables
(function can_detect attack) dos script can_detect Denial of service attack
(feature can_analyze system) flag can_analyze system
(feature can_analyze app) ports can_analyze services
(feature can_analyze data) established connections can_analyze packets ACK bit
(feature can_analyze vulnerability) IP address can_analyze zombie host
(feature can_detect attack) URL can_detect attack
(technique can_analyze vulnerability) idle scan can_analyze spoofing
(technique can_detect attack) Scanning can_detect Packet Forgery

Table 5
The table shows the triples generated from the labeled text. The relations were extracted using the
ontology defined in Section 3
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